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Learn more Edit After the terrible anxiety of bad girls at school, Faye, a practicing witch, calls on the evil Cupid to avenge all who have offended her. On Valentine's Day, Cupid rises and will not stop anything until everyone is punished. Students need to figure out a way to stop Cupid and beautify the spell before their hearts break, literally.
Plot summary | Add Synth Taglines: It will be a bloody Valentine's Day this year See more » Parent's Guide: Adding a Content Advisor for Parents » Edit Faye: The Powers That Are, take love from others as it has been taken from me. See more » User Reviews Edit Release Date: February 6, 2020 (US) See more » AKA: Buy Read more
» Proportions Read more » During performance: 83 min Ratio: 2.39:1 See full technical characteristics » After being put on by the bad girls at school, Faye, a witch practitioner, calls on evil Cupid to take revenge on all who have sinned it. On Valentine's Day, Cupid actually rises and will not stop until the walls are covered in blood.
Students must come up with a way to stop Cupid and beautify the spell before their hearts break... Literally. 2nd Cupid 22 October, 2020, I think I like watching nonsense. There's the same tone as Aqualash, which has awkward, weird and funny performances and predictable and illogical stories, and about the murders instead of the water
death in the water park there's only at school with Valentine's Day, related killing that there's blood that came out of a bottle of cupid ketchup played by a little Asian man. Something terrible can be done with the movie. I had a good time watching it and I'm surprised not many people know that this movie is then I'm looking at a lot of crap
again this year. The actors who play Ellis and Matt must have had a good time. If you like movies, watch. That's stupid and weird. Reviewed by Grotesque ★ reviewed by Stephen Milan ★ Cupid is a low-budget film that comes from the director of The Monitor and Watcher 2, Scott Jeffrey. What follows is a common pattern that the killer
here is thematic, and that they kill using the theme to which they are connected, in this case love. Cupid's myth led him to save his love, Psyche from death, by biteing her with one of his blessed arrows. The video says that the arrow he used to kill her was secretly poisoned and she killed her. Desperately strayed from Cupid went into the
underworld and teamed up with Death to become an angel vengeful, determined to take love away from anyone who did not deserve it. These days, school girl Faye (Georgina Jane - Witches of Amitville Academy) reaches breaking point on Valentine's Day after being the victim of a cruel trick. Blinded by her anger, she performs magic
from the book of Black Magic, which she accidentally has. It for the end of everyone who is in the school she is in, but she does not expect to work. However, he, and now a vengeful Cupid (Bao Titu - Jurassic World: The Fallen Kingdom) has reached literally breaking the hearts of the chosen targets. The first half of this felt a bit like an
extended episode of Grange Hill, an actor who was walkable but not amazing, the subject of bullying and inappropriate relationships between teachers and students was so normal compared to the usual horror films. It's all about why Faye would resort to such desperate measures. The little actor splits between the nasty bullies, and Faye,
her best friend and a few teachers, most of these characters weren't big. I couldn't stand the bullies, Elise (Sarah T. Cohen - Witches of Amityville Academy, The Watcher 2) in particular was the worst. This makes their inevitable deaths all the more appealing. I thought I'd start by saying that the kids from school would survive, since the
number of bodies is for the older characters. Fortunately, they deal with the total number of homicides, which includes some decent killings. I like the way the plot bent to ensure that anyone who (in a sense a movie sense) deserved death had time to shine. Cupid is able to fly, and his preferred method of killing is by poison arrow.
Sometimes he gets a little unhinged, but many of these valentine-related mortals feel strange about an ancient demonic God to use. Death, if it was a cut throat with a valentine, death, when they were stuffed with roses in the victim's throat. Not so much with the help of a heart-shaped cookie knife to cut hearts from the back of a hero, it
was a dull-looking one! There's no real rhyme or reason for the order Cupid was chasing. He seems to be able to beam up, but he was struck and missed out on whether he was going to kill the victim or take hostages for reasons that worked only if seen in the context of creating more drama. There was a lot of blood, which was always
nice to see. It's not the best quality, but that part of the movie I didn't mind. Some of the props did better, in particular the book of spells, which seemed like written with Biro, I felt that something more ancient looking should be used for this. Cupid for what wasn't really bad. The murders remained inventive, the most pathetic people got their
own desserts, and it seems many are made of the small budget. It wasn't best to act, and the story was so immortal, but there was some charm here. Cupid is due to be released on February 8, 2021 by High Fliers Films.SCORE: CUPID Ltd. - Shareholders' Meeting - 27th Annual General Meeting of the Company on December 22, 2020.
Selector Mutual Fund selector Find the fund that's right for you, SYNOPSIS: After a terrible embarrassment from the subading girls at school, Faye, practicing calls upon the evil Cupid to avenge all who have failed it. REVIEW: Because, if Valentine's Day isn't enough, Uncork'd Entertainment is rolling out Cupid for those who have sworn at
the romantic sight of love. According to the first prologue of the film (yes, there are two), the story of Cupid and Psyche had no happy ending. After Psyche died because of the actions of Cupid's mother, Venus, Cupid got dark and stuttered to punish those who betrayed Love and used Death as his booking manager. The second prologue
introduces us to an obnoxious Lotario, who is boring and insulting his beautiful but self-centered date in a restaurant. (Feeling the trend?) When the lady apologises in the toilet, the man's distraught daughter appears to warn her father that she called the demon, Cupid, because of how she treated her mother during the breakup. Dragging
his daughter outside for more details, he bumped into his friend, who had collapsed in the parking lot to escape from dinner with. They don't last long. We meet Faye, our protagonist, as she tries to make a love magic aimed at her sexy English teacher Duncan. She's convinced it's not working, but that's fine, since her hands are full of
Elisa, the sadistic high school that tortured and harassed her. Ellis orchestrates a savage plan that gives Faye a triple humiliation. As a not-so-clever magic user, Faye calls for death to demand that all love be destroyed for everyone at the school. Suspiciously, Cupid appears on Valentine's Day and continues to hunt down and kill all the
characters the film has introduced so far. Cupid has a different spin, transforming the character of cytogenics into a heartless killer who kills those who make a mockery of love. Given the reworking of Greek and Roman legends, the film gives a suitable dark origin to a character historically known as a smiling cherub and turns this image
into a rotting corpse who only wishes to share the pain that betrayed love has brought to its existence. Like the title creature kills love, Cupid kills any hint of creativity beyond the origin fairy tale. Faye's been harassed by The Elysée. Yup. Elise is a terrible man. Nothing new. Don't you forget about your best friend? Caring but ineffective
adults? I got 've got them. Don't you get on with me? Just two because of the budget. Faye shows she's a straight person from her first scene, so it's not a moral center for the film. Ellis seems to exist only to press faye and call Cupid to kill love. The best friend in love is weak and whiny and seems to be only in the film for a semi-graphic
scene. The two teachers and the headmiss also appear to to focus on the obvious problems with the preparation of varices around the school. The minions can scream and give Elise goals for exposure, heavy banter. He's not someone to worry about. The only attempt at depth is from the revelation that Ellis' father let his family Faye's
mother. Elise is actually the wrong person? This spin may improve the plot, but the audience is informed of it in a throw away scene too far in the film to matter. If the thin symbols and formula of a fairy tale almost as old as humanity are not repellents enough, the actors do their best to shoot on the boneless leg on which the film bounces.
With just a few exceptions, the cast struggles with a common American accent that adds to the constant stomachless and/or solid performances on display. Sarah T. Cohen as Elisa is the only notable performer, and she is hampered by the already markedly thin scene. The best scene that sums up all the actor/writing evils of Cupid, as
well as the display of the nonexistent chemistry between the actors will be Duncan and Helen's Date. There is no direct interaction with the fact that each participant is filmed independently of the other. It is understandable that the film is most likely a one-camera, but the actors exhibit a foreign body language to the other person, making
the scene unhappy, confusing and unintentionally funny. Cupid is outrageous with the problems as a single production, but captivated together the quality of this film seems to speak to the production company behind it. A quick check of IMDb shows the same director/screenwriter/producer as well as a good number of the same cast and
crew have been and will be pushed out similar films with Scott Jeffrey in charge in a role or another. Instead of showing the iconic character, he proceeds to the ballistic expertise of the love teenagers, writer/director/producer Scott Jeffrey introduces us with wafer-thin clichés called characters, slaps a tale that will sound tired even of
people who are new to horror films, and figures using color lighting will distract audiences from realizing the direction is as lifeless as the script. Script.
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